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Abstract 
We study properties of the meet of two rational codes X and Y, defined as the base of the 
free monoid X* n Y*. We first give several examples of rational maximal codes X and Y such 
that their meet is no longer a maximal code. We give a combinatorial characterization of the 
rational maximal codes X, Y for which the meet is a maximal code. We also show that any 
rational (maximal or not) code is the meet of two rational maximal codes. 
0. Introduction 
The family of codes over a finite alphabet A is a lattice with respect to the partial 
order < defined as follows. Let X, Y CA+ be two codes, 
The supremum X V Y of two codes X, Y CA+, called join, is defined as the base of 
the free hull of (X U Y)*. We recall that the free hull of a submonoid of A* is the 
smallest free monoid over A containing it. The infimum X A Y of two codes X, Y CA+, 
called meet, is the base of the free monoid X* n Y*. For more details on the lattice 
of codes, see [9]. 
In this paper, we study rational maximal codes inside the lattice of codes. The 
behaviour of the lattice is well-known for join operation: if X, Y GA+ are rational 
maximal codes, then X V Y is again a rational maximal code. Indeed, it is proved 
in [2] that the free hull of a rational submonoid is rational; moreover, X V Y is clearly 
a complete code. 
We will see that the results completely differ with the meet operation. The difference 
is about the maximality condition, since the meet of two rational codes is rational. One 
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first problem is the choice of the alphabet of X A Y, when X, Y are codes over A. We 
can choose either the alphabet A or the alphabet really used by X A Y. 
Example 1. Let A= {a,b}. Then for the two codes X =a*b and Y = b*a, clearly 
X* n Y* = {a} and XA Y is the empty code over the empty alphabet. If X = a+ ba+ b* 
and Y =(a + b)a*b, then X A Y is the code b*. 
Let us consider the first approach: A is the alphabet of X, Y and X A Y. On the 
previous examples, we see that there exist rational maximal codes X, Y &A+ whose 
meet X A Y is not maximal over A. However, the next proposition gives examples 
where the meet is maximal over A. 
Proposition 1 ([l, p. 2591). Let X, Y CA+ be two rational maximal codes. If X is 
biprejix, then the meet X A Y is a rational code maximal over A. 
So the following question arises. 
Question 1. What are the rational maximal codes X, Y 2 A+ such that the meet X A Y 
is maximal over A? 
A second approach consists in considering the alphabet used by X A Y instead of 
the alphabet A of X, Y. In Example 1, in both cases, the code X A Y is maximal over 
its alphabet. From this kind of examples, Roman Kiinig has formulated the following 
question [9]. 
Question 2. What are the rational maximal codes X, Y CA+ such that the meet X A Y 
is maximal over B, if B denotes the alphabet of X A Y? 
This question has been considered in [lo, Ch. 51 when X, Y are finite prefix codes. 
It is shown that even on the alphabet of X A Y, the code X A Y can be non-maximal. 
The next example illustrates this situation (notice that X, Y and X A Y have the same 
alphabet). 
Example 2. The codes X = a2 + ab + ba*b and Y = ba + b* + ab*a are maximal over 
A = {a, b}, but their meet X A Y = a2 + b2 is not maximal over A. 
A third natural question is the next one. 
Question 3. Which codes Z are of the form X A Y, with X CA+, Y c Bf being two 
rational maximal codes? 
This paper is divided into five sections. In Sections 1-4, we solve Questions 1 and 3 
by considering that the alphabets of X, Y and X A Y are equal. These results also give 
an answer to Question 2, provided the own alphabet of X A Y coincides with the 
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alphabet A of X, Y. In the last section, the code X A Y is studied relatively to its own 
alphabet. 
More precisely, in the first section, we show how to construct families of rational 
maximal codes X, Y GA+ such that their meet X A Y is not maximal over A. In 
Section 2, we solve Question 1; our characterization is a simple combinatorial condi- 
tion. In the third section, we answer Question 3 by showing that any rational, maximal 
or not, code can be realized as the meet of two rational maximal codes. Section 4 is 
devoted to the particular case of finite codes. In the last section, we test which results 
of the previous sections remain true, when the chosen alphabet for X A Y is its own 
alphabet. 
We suppose that the reader is familiar with the basic notions in the theory of codes, 
such as the notions of maximal, complete, right-complete, left-complete code, prefix, 
suffix, biprejix code and thin code, and the related properties [l]. 
In the sequel, when we write that a code X CA + is maximal, this means that X 
is maximal over the alphabet A. Otherwise we explicitly mention the alphabet B 2 A 
over which X is maximal. 
We will often use the well-known property that any rational (resp. thin) code is 
maximal if and only if it is complete [l]. We will also use the following proposition 
[l, p. 2591. 
Proposition 2. If X, Y are two rational (resp. thin) codes, then X A Y is a rational 
(resp. thin) code. Moreover, ifX, Y are prejx, then X A Y is prefix. 
1. Constructions 
In this section, we give a simple method to construct examples of thin maximal 
codes X, Y over A whose meet X A Y is not maximal over A (cf. Question 1). When 
the alphabet of X A Y coincides with A, these examples also provide a partial answer 
to Question 2 (cf. Example 2). The method is based on a well-known characterization 
of right-complete prefix codes. 
Proposition 3 ([l, Ch. 21). Let X be a subset of A+. Then X is a right-complete 
prejix code if and only if X* is recognized by a trim deterministic complete automaton 
G! = (Q,A, 6, i, i) with a unique initial and final state i E Q. 
Proposition 4. Zf X CA+ is a rational (resp. thin) maximal prejx code which is not 
sufix, then there exists a rational (resp. thin) maximal prejix code Y 2 A+ such that 
X A Y is a rational (resp. thin) prejx code non-maximal over A. 
Proof. Let & = (Q, A, 6, i, i) be a deterministic complete trim automaton recognizing 
X*, such that the only final state is the initial state i E Q. Since X is not suffix, there 
exists a word u EX and a word v E A+ such that vu E X. Hence, there exists a state 
q # i such that S(i, u) = 6(q, u) = i. 
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Fig. 1. Automaton of X*. 
Let 33 be the automaton @,A, 6, q, q) and Y CA+ be the corresponding right- 
complete prefix code. 
Let us first show that Y is a rational (resp. thin) code. If X is rational, then the 
automata d and 9? are finite and Y is rational. Suppose that X is thin, then (cf. Fig. 1) 
X=Zi + T,Z;T2, Y =Z, + T2Z,*T,, 
where 
l Zi is the set of words in X not going through q, 
l Z, is the set of words in Y not going through i, 
l T, is the set of words going from i to q without going through i and q, 
l T2 is the set of words going from q to i without going through q and i. 
Since X is thin, Zi and TlZFT2 are thin too. In particular, T,, Z2 and T2 are thin. 
If ZF is not thin, that is, Zt is complete, it follows that Zi is a maximal code. But 
21 is included in X, hence Zr =X, a contradiction with the existence of the state q. It 
follows that T2ZFTi is thin and Y is thin too. 
As Y CA+ is a rational (resp. thin) right-complete prefix code, it is maximal over A. 
It remains to prove that X A Y is not maximal over A. Since the prefix code X A Y 
is rational (resp. thin) (see Proposition 2) it is equivalent to show that X A Y is not 
right-complete. 
The only differences between the automata & and g are their initial and final state; 
we can argue on their common transition function 6. The free monoid X* n Y* is the 
set of the words w E A* such that 6(i, W) = i and 6(q, W) = q. From S(i, u) = 6(q, u), we 
have S(i, uv) = 6(q, uu) for all u E A*. Since q # i, for any word v E A*, the word uv 
is not in X* n Y”, and then X A Y is not right complete. 0 
In Proposition 4, the hypothesis that X is not a suffix code is necessary (cf. Propo- 
sition 1). More precisely, the following proposition holds. 
Proposition 5. Let X CA+ be a thin maximal code. Then, the code X A Y is maximal 
over A for all rational maximal code Y &A+ if and only if X is a biprejix code. 
Proof. Proposition 1, which is also true for thin codes, proves the “if” part. 
To prove the “only if” part, we suppose that X is not biprefix, and we will show that 
there exists a rational maximal code Y such that the code X A Y is not maximal over A. 
One assumes that X is not suffix (the case where X is not prefix is symmetrical). 
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Since X is a thin maximal code which is not suffix, it is not left-complete (cf. [l, 
p. 1011). Then, there exists a word u which is a right factor of no word in X”. 
As any code of the form A*S \A*SA+, where 5’ c A+ is nonempty, the rational code 
Y = A*u \ A*uA+ is a maximal prefix code (cf. [ 1, p. 1081). Since every word in Y” 
ends with u, we have X* n Y* = {E}, whose base X A Y = 8 is a code which is not 
maximal over A. 0 
Hence, there are two methods to construct thin maximal codes X, Y CA+ such that 
the code XAY is not maximal over A. One is given in Proposition 4 from the automaton 
of a prefix, not-suffix code X. The other one is described in Proposition 5 from a thin 
code X which is not biprefix. 
2. Answer to Question 1 
In this section, we solve Question I by giving a simple combinatorial characterization 
of thin maximal codes X, Y CA+ such that the thin code X A Y is maximal over A. 
For that, we recall the following definitions and results. 
Definition 1 ([l, p. 1301 [6]). Let X GA+ be a code. A word z E A* is right (resp. 
left) extendable in X” if 
k’w~A*,3v~A*,zwu (resp. vwz)~X*. 
A word z E A* is right (resp. left) simplifying for X* if 
VXEX*,VZIEA*,~ZU (resp. vzx)~X* +zv (resp. VZ)EX* 
Notice that if p is right extendable in X*, then pw is right extendable in X* for 
all w E A*, and xp is right extendable in X* for all x EX”. A symmetrical property 
holds for left extendable words. 
Proposition 6 ([l, p. 3191). Let X be a thin maximal code. A word is right (resp. 
left) extendable in X* if and only if it is right (resp. left) simplifying for X*. 
Proposition 7 ([l] [ 11, p. 751). ZfX is a thin maximal code, then there exists a word 
z EX* which is right (resp. left) extendable in X*. 
Our characterization can now be stated. 
Theorem 1. Let X, Y 2 A+ be two thin codes. Then the thin code X A Y is maximal 
over A if and only if there exists a word x0 E X* left extendable in Y* and a word 
yo E Y* right extendable in X*. 
To prove Theorem 1, we need the next lemma. 
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Lemma 1. Let X CA+ be a thin code. Zf there exists z E A* both right and left 
extendable in X*, then zk EX*, for some k> 1. 
Proof. The code X being thin, there exists u E A* which is a factor of no word in X. 
Since z is right extendable in X*, we have 
By definition of u, there exists a left factor Ui of u such that 
ZiUi EX*. 
Since the number of left factors of u is finite, for two positive integers i > j, we have 
ui=uj. Let k=i-j andx=zjuj. Then 
x,zkx EX*. 
As z is left simplifying for X* (Proposition 6), it follows that zk EX*. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let X, Y &A+ be two thin codes such that Z =X A Y is maximal 
over A. From Proposition 7, there exists a word x0 E Z” left extendable in Z* and a 
word yo E Z* right extendable in Z*. The thesis follows since Z* is included in X* 
and Y*. 
Conversely, suppose that x0 and ya are two words verifying the conditions of 
Theorem 1. We are going to show that the code Z =X A Y is complete in A*. As 
Z is thin, Z will be maximal over A. 
Since yo is right extendable in Xx, 
VW E A*, 3v E A*, yowv EX*. 
It follows that the code X is complete, and there exists xi E A* left extendable in X* 
by Proposition 7. Similarly with x0 and Y, there exists yi E A* right extendable in Y*. 
Let x =x1x0 and y = yo yi . By definition of x0, xi, yo and yi, x is left extendable 
in both X* and Y*, y is right extendable in both X* and Y*. 
Now, let w E A*. Then ywx is right and left extendable in Xx and Y*. Therefore, 
from Lemma 1, 
3k>O,(ywx)” EX* I-I Y* =Z*. 
Then Z is complete. 0 
If X GA+ is a right-complete prefix (resp. left-complete suffix) code, then any word 
of A* is right (resp. left) extendable in X *. Thus, the next result is an immediate 
corollary of Theorem 1. 
Corollary 1. Zf X CA+ is a thin maximal pre$x code and Y C Ai is a thin maximal 
sufJix code, then X A Y is a thin code maximal over A. 
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Proposition 1 is another corollary of Theorem 1. We state it again. 
Corollary 2. Let X, Y &A+ be two thin maximal codes. If X is biprefix, then X A Y 
is a thin code maximal over A. 
Proof. Since X is a right-complete prefix code, we choose for ya any word of Y*. 
From Proposition 7, there exists z E A* which is left extendable in Y*. As X is a 
left-complete suffix code, the word x0 = wz is in X* for some w E A* and it is also 
left extendable in Y* . 0 
3. Answer to Question 3 
In this section, we solve Question 3 with Z,X, Y three codes over the same alpha- 
bet A. Surprisingly, the answer is that all thin, maximal or not, codes can be realized 
as the meet of two thin maximal codes. 
Theorem 2. Let Z be a rational (resp. thin) code over the alphabet A. Then, one can 
construct two rational (resp. thin) maximal codes X, Y CA’ such that Z =X A Y. 
Proof. If Z is a maximal code, just take X = Y = Z. Let us suppose that Z is not 
maximal. Then A has at least two letters, otherwise if A = 0 then Z = 0 is maximal, if 
A = {a} then Z = {ai} is also maximal. 
Let T be a rational (resp. thin) code maximal over A and containing Z. The code T 
can be constructed by Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg’s method [7] [l, p. 621. Moreover, 
one can always find in T two distinct words u and v that are not in Z. 
We define X and Y as follows: 
X=Z + u + ((T\Z>\u)(T\u)*u, 
Y =Z + v + ((T\Z)\v)(T\v)*v. 
To show that X is a rational (resp. thin) maximal code, we use the operation of 
composition of codes (cf. [l, Section 1.61). Let B be an alphabet bijectively associated 
with T, and let B = b + C + D be the partition of B induced by the partition T = 
u + Z + (( T\Z)\u). One verifies that 
X=(C+b+D(C+D)*b)oT. 
As the codes C + b + D(C + D)*b and T are thin and complete, X is also thin and 
complete. Moreover, if Z is rational, then X is rational. 
In the same way, one proves that Y is a rational (resp. thin) maximal code. 
Finally, let us show that Z* =X*nY*. Clearly, Z* CX*nY*. Conversely, as X C T* 
and Y 2 T*, every word w in X* n Y* admits a unique decomposition into words of 
T, namely w = tl . . . t,,. As a word of X* (resp. Y*), w also uniquely factorizes over 
X (resp. Y) and this factorization is obtained from the factorization tl . . . t,, over T. 
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Assume that some w is in X* f’ Y” without being in Z*. Then, by definition of X and 
Y, u and v appear among the ti, and the occurrences of u in the factorization of w 
over X coincide with the occurrences of v in the factorization of w over Y. It follows 
that U= v, a contradiction. Therefore, X* n* Y* & Z*. 0 
In the previous proof, if Z is a prefix code, then X and Y are also prefix codes 
provided T is chosen prefix. We get the next corollary, for which we give an alternative 
proof based on automata. 
Corollary 3. Let Z g A+ be a rational (resp. thin) prejix code. Then, one can con- 
struct two rational (resp. thin) maximal prefix codes X, Y CA+ such that Z =XA Y. 
Proof. The proof is only concerned with the rational case. 
Let Z CA+ be a rational prefix code which is not maximal. Let & = (Q,A, 6, i, i) be 
a finite automaton recognizing Z* which is deterministic and trim. As Z is not right- 
complete, d is not complete. We add to Q a sink s to obtain a complete automaton 
(still called d). 
Let S& = (Qk, A, 6k, ik, ik), k = 1,2, be two distinct copies of &‘. Let Sk their respective 
sink. We construct two new finite automata as follows. Let 61, b2 E A, bl # bZ (recall 
that A has at least two letters). Let 
J& = (Q’A J’, il, 4 1, 
d~=(Q’,A,~‘,b,h), 
with 
Q’=(QI\~ + (Q2\s2) +s’ 
(the sinks ~1,s~ have been merged into a single sink s’) and for any a E A and q E Q’ 
I 
&(q,a) if q E QI\SI, 
&(q,a) if q E Q2\s2, 
6’(q, a) = s’ if q=s’, a E A\{bl,bZ}, 
il if q=s’, a=bl, 
i2 if q=s’, a=b2 
(transition 6’ is the join of transitions 61 and 6 2, except that two arrows outgoing the 
sink are reorientated to Qi \si, Q2\s2, respectively). 
By construction, the finite automata S& and J& are trim, deterministic and complete. 
They recognize two languages X* and Y*, where X and Y are two rational maximal 
prefix codes. 
We have to prove that Z* =X* f3Y*. The Cartesian product J&Y of the two automata 
J&, _c& is an automaton equivalent to ~4. Indeed, one has only to consider state (s’, s’). 
In the product automaton s&, one easily verifies that all the states accessible from 
(s’,s’) are of the form (q,q) with q E Q’. As these states are not final ((it, i2) is the 
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Fig. 2. Construction for Z=a* + b2. 
only final state), they can be identified with the sink s of d. Thus, the automaton 
sZ~ recognizing X* n Y* is equivalent to the automaton d recognizing Z*, and we 
get Z=XAY. 0 
Example 3. Fig. 2 represents the graph of automata &x, &‘r, for the prefix code 
Z = a2 + b2. Notice that the codes X and Y constructed by this method are different 
from those of Example 2. 
4. Finite codes 
In this section, we study the results of the previous sections in the particular case 
of finite codes. 
Let us begin with Proposition 4 when X is a finite code. It can be expressed in the 
following way. Notice that this formulation of Proposition 4 is already proved in [ 10, 
p. 721. We here give the proof for the sake of completeness. 
Proposition 8. Let T,, T2 CA+ be two jinite maximal prefix codes. Let X = T, T2 and 
Y = T2Tl which are two finite maximal prejx codes. If X* fl TzX* # 8, then X A Y 
is a rational prefix code which is not maximal over A. 
Proof, First remember the proof of Proposition 4. In the automaton d of X*, one 
picks up a state q # i such that 6(q,u) = S(i, u) = i for some word u E A+. The two 
codes X, Y GA+ are of the form X = Zi + TlZz T2 and Y = Z2 + T2ZT Tl, due to the 
state q (cf. Fig. 1). Their meet X A Y is not maximal over A. 
Here, consider the automaton & of X” and let q be the unique state reached from 
the initial state i by all the words of Tl . By virtue of hypothesis X* fl T2 X* # 0, there 
must exist a word u E A+ such that 6(&u) = 6(q,u) = i. By Proposition 4, it follows 
that the code X A Y is not maximal over A. 0 
The next example is constructed from Proposition 8. 
Example 4. The two finite prefix codes X = T, T2 = (a + b)(a + ba + b2 ) and Y = T2 T, = 
(a + ba + b2)(a + b) are maximal over A = {a, b}, and aba E X* n T&*. Their meet 
XAY =a2 + b2a + b3 + ab2(ab2 + b3)*(a2 + ba) is not maximal over A. 
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In Proposition 8, it seems that XAY is always infinite (cf. Example 4). 
On the other hand, in Theorem 2, even if Z is finite, the constructed codes X, Y are 
always infinite. Moreover, there are examples of finite codes that cannot be obtained 
as the meet of two maximal codes which are finite. 
Example 5. Assume that Z = ab is equal to X A Y where X, Y c{u, b}* are two finite 
maximal code. As any finite maximal code contains a power of each letter of its 
alphabet, X* II Y* must contain the words ai and bj, for some i, j > 1. This is impossible 
since Z” =(ab)* =X* fl Y*. 
Hence, one can ask whether there exist jinite non-maximal codes Z realized as the 
meet XAY of two jinite maximal codes X, Y. The answer is yes. The example is not 
trivial, it is constructed from Example 4. 
Proposition 9. There exist jinite maximal preJix codes X, Y 2 A+ such that X A Y is 
a preJx code which is jinite and non-maximal over A. 
Proof. LetX,=(a+b)(a+ba+b2) and Yl=(a+ba+b2)(a+b). ThenXi AYi is 
the non-maximal code Z=a2 + b2a + b3 + ab2(ab2 + b3)*(a2 + ba). 
Let F =X1 f’ Yl = a2 + b2a + b3 be the jinite part of Z, and I = Z\F = ab2(ab2 + 
b3)*(a2 + ba) be the injkite part of Z. 
If X is a code included in Xl* and Y is a code included in Y;“, then X* n Y* is a 
monoid included in Z*. 
The idea is to define X and Y such that any word in Z* containing in its decompo- 
sition on Z a word of the infinite part, cannot belong to both X* and Y*. To do this, 
we first put all words of F2 in X and Y. Then we try, if this is possible, that inside 
the decomposition on Z of a word of Z*, the parity of the number of elements of F 
appearing after the last occurrence of an element of I, is different in X* and Y*. This 
means that X* n Y* =(F2)*. 
Such a synchronization is possible in the following case. Let 
W=ab2(& -a2+a2& -b3+b3(Xl -ba+baXl)) 
and 
X=aba+ba+ W+F(F+aba+ba& + W), 
Y=ab+bab+ba2+F(F+ab+bab+ba2Y,). 
One verifies [8] that the sets X and Y are two finite maximal prefix codes and XA Y 
is the finite prefix code 
which is not maximal. 0 
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Fig. 3. Example of Y. CBsari. 
The previous proposition is concerned with non-maximal codes Z. About maximal 
codes Z, there exists also a remarkable example, due to Yves Cesari [5, 1, p. 4191, 
of a finite maximal code Z CA+ equal to the meet XAY of two finite maximal codes 
X,YCA+. 
Example 6. Let X =(A2\b2) + b2A and Y =A2a + b be two finite maximal codes over 
A= {a, b}. Notice that X is prefix, and Y suffix. Then XAY is given by the automaton 
of Fig. 3. The code XA Y is maximal over A by Corollary 1. It is also finite. 
5. Arbitrary alphabets 
In this last section, we study the meet operation when the thin code X is maximal 
over A, the thin code Y is maximal over B, and the maximality of the thin code XAY 
is considered relatively to its own alphabet. 
Clearly, the alphabet C of XA Y is included in A n B. Results of Sections 14 hold 
under the hypothesis C = A = B. We are going to review these results, section by 
section, to see which ones hold for arbitrary alphabets. 
Let us begin with Section 1. For jinite codes X, we can replace “maximal over A” 
by “maximal” in Proposition 4 (or equivalently Proposition 8). In this case, as X and 
Y are finite codes over A, they contain a power of any letter a E A. Hence, X* n Y* 
also contains a power of all the letters, which means that the alphabet of Xn Y is A. 
Thus Proposition 4 applied to finite codes partially solves Question 2. 
Proposition 5 is no longer valid if “maximal over A” is replaced by “maximal”. For 
example, the code X = a + ba + b2 is a maximal prefix code verifying the condition 
A*a LX*. The code X is not biprefix, and however, for all rational maximal codes Y, 
the code X A Y is maximal, as shown by the following proposition. 
Proposition 10. Let X be a rational code maximal over A= {a, b}. If A*a 2 X*, then 
for all rational maximal code Y, the code X A Y is maximal. 
Proof. As all synchronizing codes (cf. [ 1, p. 115]), X is a prefix code. Let Y be 
a rational code maximal over B. Let C be the alphabet of X A Y. As C C_ A n B, it 
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contains at most two letters. If ]C( < 1, then XA Y is a maximal code. Suppose now 
that C contains two letters, that is, C= {a,b}, and let us show that XAY is complete. 
The monoid X* fl Y” contains at least a word of the form uau, with U, u E A”. Since 
A*a LX* and X is prefix, v belongs to X*. Let w E A*. As Y is complete, w is a 
factor of some word y E Y*. It is also factor of yuav which belongs to X* n Y*. 0 
We now turn to Section 2. 
Definition 2. A code X maximal over A is said preserving its maximality on its 
subalphabets if for any B c A, the code X n B* is maximal over B. 
Finite maximal codes are examples of codes preserving their maximality on their 
subalphabets [ 1, p. 671. Thin biprefix codes are other such examples [ 1, p. 1461. How- 
ever, the code X=a + c + bc + b2 + ba(a + b)*c given in Example 7 is not maximal 
over its subalphabet {a, b}. 
If the codes X, Y are infinite, but their maximality is preserved on their subalphabets, 
the results of Section 2 can be applied. 
Proposition 11. Let X be a code maximal over A, Y be a code maximal over B. 
If X, Y preserve their maximality over their subalphabets, Theorem 1 and its two 
corollaries remain true. 
Proof. Let us consider a thin code X maximal over A, a thin code Y maximal over B, 
and let C be the alphabet of XAY. By hypothesis, the codes XC =X n C*, YC = Y fl C* 
are maximal over C. Then Xc =X* f? C* and Y: = Y* n C* and X* n Y* =Xc n Y,. 
In other words, XA Y =XC A Yc. 0 
However, in general, Theorem 1 is no longer true if “maximal over A” is replaced 
by “maximal”. The following example satisfies hypothesis of Corollaries 1 and 2 but 
not the thesis. 
Example 7. Let X be the prefix code maximal over A = {a, b, c} 
X=a+c+bc+b2+ba(a+b)*c 
and Y be the biprefix code maximal over B= {a, b} 
Y=a+b. 
The code XA Y =a + b* is not maximal. 
We conclude with Section 3. Theorem 2 is easily adapted to arbitrary alphabets. 
Theorem 3. Let Z be a nonempty rational (resp. thin) code over A. For any alphabet 
B containing A, one can construct two rational (resp. thin) codes X and Y maximal 
over B such that Z =XAY. 
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Proof. The proof is similar, if T is a maximal code containing Z + (B\A) (instead of 
Z). 0 
In the theorem above, notice that Z is supposed non empty. Indeed, if Z = 0 and 
B = {a}, then no maximal codes X, Y over B exist such that Z =X A Y. 
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